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Introduction
To investigate the gross α and β radiation levels of beverage 
supply within the town, the biggest oil field production base 
in northeast China, so as to make sure the security of beverage 
and public health. The water samples from 3 beverage sources 
were collected and tested within the dry and wet season, 
severally. The gross α radiation was measured by normal 
curve methodology, gross β was measured by skinny sample 
methodology [1].

Under the steering of model organism Caenorhabditis elegans 
with fine sense modality system, tiny molecular metabolites 
sensitive to high dose radiation were screened as biomarkers of 
acute radiation-induced injury, and their metabolic pathways 
were elucidated by enrichment [2].

a extremely harmful and volatile artificial radionuclide 
that's simply indrawn or eaten by the body and by selection 
accumulates in thyroid tissue. With the event of medical 
specialty and atomic power plants, the unwitting unleash 
of 131I has been wide studied, and therefore the in vivo 
mensuration of 131I within the thyroid has become a pursuit 
hotspot within the field of radiation protection. In recent 
decades, many strategies and devices are developed for 
in vivo mensurations with relation to completely different 
measurement functions and needs [3].

In this paper, a marine environmental sensitivity index system 
was created supported 3 factors: the marine biological species 
sensitivity, the marine ecological worth sensitivity and 
therefore the social and economic sensitivity. Combined with 
numerical simulations of 137Cs within the Beibu Gulf below 
the condition of a level-7 nuclear accident, a comprehensive 
risk assessment of marine radiation below the simulated 
accident within the Beibu Gulf was distributed. The results 
show that the square measureas at high risk and medium-
to-high risk to marine radiation are primarily focused inside 
thirty metric linear unit of the Fangchenggang atomic power 

Plant. The medium-risk square measureas are primarily 
distributed in ocean areas inside 30–50 metric linear unit 
of the atomic power plant, and therefore the different ocean 
square measureas are low-risk areas [4].

Lichens are wide used as a biomonitoring tool to record 
the distribution and concentration of mobile radiation and 
pollutants like metals. There square measure limitations, 
however: though pollutants is preserved in lichen tissues 
for long periods of your time, not all radioactive and inert 
components behave equally. The chemical species of 
components at the supply, once captured, and therefore 
the mode of storage inside lichens play a task during this 
biomonitoring tool. Lichens square measure a dependent 
association of associate protoctist or cyanophyte partner 
(photobiont) with a plant life host (mycobiont) [5].
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